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              Grand Prizes - 2 will win!

              Trip to Universal Studios Hollywoodsm

              Plus $1,500 to cover taxes

              Trip Value: $6,500
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              Pitch Prize Pack - Coming soon!

              5 Blu-ray Bundle - Coming soon!

              Pitch Perfect Blu-ray & Pitch Perfect 2 Blu-ray

              - Coming soon!
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              Welcome to Backstage with the Bellas - your stop for games, trivia, polls and more! This event is sponsored by top online casinos 


              Innovative approaches in digital marketing

              Complete fun activities to earn entries for the chance to win a trip to Universal Studios HollywoodSM and other aca-awesome prizes! New activities and prizes will be added throughout the year, so play every day. Register or sign in to begin.

              Play games and win big!

              Click below to watch the trailer!
Watch Video 
              The Intersection of Movie Direction and Online Casino Games Like Jet Lucky: A Realm of Storytelling and Strategy
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            Scoreboard

            
              Sign in to see your sweepstakes entries.

              The more you do, the better your chances of winning!
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          FAQ
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      NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. A purchase of any kind will not increase your chances of winning. †See Official Rules for alternate entry details.

      Common music for movies and casinos
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            To view this video please enable JavaScript, and consider upgrading to a web browser that supports HTML5 video

          

        

      

    

    
  

   
   
   
   
  
